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A E R O X
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS
TO HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK
VOLUME II




The present Volume II presents comparisons of the estimated and experi-
mental aerodynamics for nine aircraft configurations over a wide range -o
angles of attack and Mach numbers. The aerodynamic theory formulated for the
AEROX program is documented in Volume I. Prcgr.am operators should consult
pages 15 through 19 of Volume 1. A program Listing and sample output tables
and plots are shown in Volume IIT.
AEROX provides estimates of the lift, induced-drag, wid pitching-moment
coefficients for wings, bodies, and for wing-burly oomhinations with or without
an aft horizontal tail. Both trimmed and untrimmed characteristics are estimated.
Zero-lift drag coefficients (ii,clud;i.ng friction, wive and propulsion-system
additive drags) are not evaluated in AEROX, but may be input for inclusion in
the output values of total drag coefficient and lift/drag ratio. The method
is based on new, explicit aerodynamic formulations accounting for compress-
ibility, transonic flow with strong shock waves and separation, and supersonic
flow with detached leading-edge shock waves. The transonic airfoil mathematical
model incorporates the Laitone limit Mach number criterion, with the chordwise
location of the shock as an input parameter rather than an extracted solution.
A new lift equation derived from the integration of downwash momentum is used
for nonpotential flow regimes. The directness of this new, overall approach` 	 i
and the rapid execution time of the corresponding AEROX program are ideally
s
suited for use in computerized aircraft preliminary designs and optimizations, 	 j





Validation of the AEROX program is presented in the form of comparisons
of the estimated and experimental longitudinal aerodynamics for nine different
aircraft configurations over the broad flight envelope shown in figure 1(a).
Sketches of each configuration appear in figures l(b) through 1(j), and the
dimensional inputs are summarized in Tables I through IX. The test cases
include the F4; the F5; a light-weight fighter configuration designated Model L;	 •►




The experimental results presented in figures 2 through 10 consist of
static aerodynamic coefficients measured in wind tunnels and reported in	 {
references 1 through 7. Shown in the figures are lift curves (CL versus of ) ,
drag polars (CL versus CD), and pitching-moment coefficients (Cm versus X or CL).
The AEROX program includes the optionfor estimating trimmed characteristics
(ITRIM=1) up to 25° angle of attack. Comparisons of the AEROX trimmed
estimates with the limited amount of available, trimmed-flight data indicate
the same good agreement as displayed here with the estimated and measured
static aerodynamics. The small numbers appearing on the plots identify the
flow regime (fig. l(a)) and the particular equations (vol. I) used in the
estimation. Two sets of symbols for the same model identify different test
conditions or model supports.
DISCUSSION
Accuracy
The formulations in the AEROX program constitute the only known analytical
method for estimating' transonic aircraft aerodynamics to maximum lift. No
estimates are included for the effectsof the propulsion system, such as the
inlets, nacelles, nozzles or power-induced effects. 'Approximations are included
for the contributions of the nose, afterbody, horizontal tail and wing leading-edge'
'	 2	
E
chord extensions or strakes. In view of the complexity of the problem, and in
light of the simplifications required in arriving at a rapid, practicable com-
puter program, the goal for accuracy is realistically set at +5 percent of the
maximum values of lift and drag  coefficient, and f5 percent CBAR14 in the aero-
dynamic center location used in evaluation of the pitching-moment- coefficients.
Over 90 percent of the 117 pages of data comparisons presented here Meet the
goal. There is generally good agreement at all angles of attack.
Test points which differ from the estimates by greater than ±5 percent do
not necessarily infer errors- in the program, but rather these differences can
often be attributed to test procedure or model contours not appropriate to the
present analysis. For example, the reduced lift measured for model L at the
higher angles of attack at a Mach number of 1.8, (fig. 4(d)) is believed to
stem in part from the relatively large model (1.5 ft. spats) in the 4-foot super-
sonic wind tunnel.
Subsonic experimental lift coefficients which are well below the estimates
are shown in figures 6(a,c), /(a,c), and 8(a,c:) for the related models A-?., A-3
{	 and A-4. These lower experimental lift coefficients above 10 angle of attack
can be attributed to the poor subsonic characteristics normally associated with
the type of airfoil used on these models. For simplicity of construction, the
sections were double beveled, f1raL airfoils with four essentially sharp ridge




supersonic, speeds). Note that in the case of model A--3, tail off, (fig. 7(a)),
the flow apparently re-established itself above 30° angle of attack, and good
agreement with estimate resulted. There was agreement at all angles of attack
for models A-1 and A-5 at 0.6 Mach number (figs. 5(a), 9(a). These models had	 a
the highest sweep angles for the leading edges and the ridge lines and experienced
relatively little separation.
Because of the sharp ridge lines and almost sharp leading edges on the wings
of models A-1 through A-5, the airfoil designator was set at ALELJ=1 for subsonic
_speeds.  The small bluntness of the leading edges would promote detached bow
shocks at supersonic speeds, so the value ;of ALELJ used wasP	 P	 ^	 5 for :the
j	 supersonic estimates. The leading-edge radius has strong influence at transonic
3
speeds, but at supersonic conditions with detached bow shocks, it exerts no
direct influence on lift in the present program. The leading-edge radius at
these conditions (i.e., Z=6) continues to influence the wave drag and the CD
values entered on the input sheets (Tables I - IX). 0
Applicability
The AEROX program provides estimates of longitudinal aerodynamics through
maximum lift at all Mach numbers above those where low-speed, viscous stall
predominates. The separate or combined_ characteristics of wings, bodies and
tails are estimated. The program should also proveuseful for augmenting,
correlating, and validating limited or questionable samples of experimental
data. Because of the Sow cost and versatility of the AEROX program and its







The AEROX computer program provides estimates of lift and induced drag
coefficients for aircraft (including maximum lift) at transonic and supersonic
speeds with an accuracy generally within ±5 percent of the maximum values. The
I	 accuracy for the estimated pitching-moment coefficients is generally within
I
	
	 t5 percent of the wing mean aerodynamic chord for the aerodynamic center
location. The AEROX program provides a valuable tool for estimating, corre-
lating, augmenting and validating aerodynamic characteristics and is ideally







symbols appearing on the input and output listings of AEROX and on the
enclosedI figures are defined as follows:
ALII LJ,,T Input integer identifying type of airr-oil	 (1 !^ J 6 5). ;g ee AXE listi.nF ,
ALF'TR
4
trimmed angle of attack (ITRIM=l) , deg.
ALPHA, angle of attack of wing reference plane, deg.
ALTV input altitude,, ft.
APLAN plan area of nose, sq. ft. M
AR:H input aspect ratio of horizontal tail
ARW input aspect ratio of wing
ASECT nose maximum cross-sectional area, sq. ft.
BDMAXI input body diameter, ft.
CBARW wing, mean aerodynamic chord, ft.
CDHOR horizontal tail induced drag coefficient (ref, to wing area)
CUIa nose or body induced drag coefficient (ref. to wing, area)
CDO input wing minimum drag coefficient
CDOB input additive drat; coefficient (body, tail, propulsion system)
CDSEP wing separation drag coefficient (Z=4)
'I	 CDTOT,CD total drag coefficient
CDW wing induced drag coefficient
r
CL11OR horizontal tail lift coefficient (ref. to wing area)
CLN nose or body lift coefficient (ref. to wing area)
CL0 input wing lift coefficient at zero angle of attack (subsonic)
CLOB input additive lift coefficient (body, propulsion system)





CLWL lift coefficient for wing lower surface
CL14U lift coefficient for wing, upper surface
CM,C111 pitching-moment coefficient
t	 CMO input wing pitching-moment coefficient at zero -angle of attack
CMOB input additive pitching-moment coefficient (body, propulsion)
4	 CROOT :wing root O'chord, ft.
CTIP wing tip chord, ft.
l
DALTR, increment of angle of attack to maintain CLduring trim, deg.
5
0DELH increment of tail deflection to trim, deb;.
DLWING wing lift-curve slope, per rad.
DWASH _;downwash angle at horizontal tail, deg.
FTOTL multiplying factor to change lift coefficient reference area
FTOTD n	 n	 n	 " drag	 ► '	 ' ►
FCM "	 "	 "	 " pitching-moment coefficient reference	 I
area or length	 i
ICDO input control integer for minimum drag; 0, CDO omitted; 1, inpu.t,wing	 ...
L CDO included,
IFLEX input control integer for strake bluntness; 0, sharp; 1, blunt,
j
{	 ITRIM input control integer for trim; 0, untrimmed; 1, trimmed (0(_250)
IT input horizontal tail incidence, deg.
IXCD input control integer for limit shock position; 0, constant X/C;
l,'. limit shock sweep angle SHK specified from XCD at airplane
centerline.
J,ALELJ input integer identifying airfoil- See AXE listing.
L/D lift/drag ratio when ICDO-1.
LE tail length from moment center or center of gravity, ft.
LT tail length from CBARW/4,,ft,
M, S n'T Mach numb e r
i
R14LOC Reynolds number per foot.
ROC
I.
input leading-edge radius-to-chord ratio for J=5 'airfoils,
SEXT input area of forward wing-chord extensions (strikes), sq.-ft.
S11K .input sweep angle of limit shock when IXCD=1), deg.
^	 SHbRi input horizontal tail P 	 sq.` ft.




SQH input sweep angle of horizontal tail C/4 line, deg.
SQW input sweep angle of wing C /4 line, deg.
SWING input wing reference area, sq. ft.
SWPWLE sweep angle of wing leading edge, rad.
TCRW;
I
input thickness-to-chord ratio of wing root (t )chord
TCTW input: thickness-to-chord ratio of wing tip chord.
TRW input wing taper ratio,
XCD iinput designated chordwise location of limit shock, Z-4.
XCG input longitudinal station of moment center or center-of-gravity, ft.'
I




XLB	 input body length, ft.
y	 XLN	 input nose length, ft.
XQHOR	 input longitudinal station of horizontal tail C/4, ft.
XQMAC	 input longitudinal station of wing CBARW/4, ft.
YHOR	 input horizontal tail height from wing chord plane, positive for
high tail, ft.
Z	 integer identifying flow zone.
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FIGURE 5.- CONTINUED.
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